
La administración estratégica de riesgos 
ambientales y sociales en  
instituciones financieras 
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“E&S risks are the potential negative 
consequences to a business that result from its 
impacts (or perceived impacts) on the natural 

environment (i.e. air, water, soil) or 
communities of people (e.g. employees, 

customers, local residents).” 

- WB, EBRD, others 

E&S Risk for Clients  



‘Potential negative Impacts that client E&S 
risks could have on the relationship the client 

has with its lending institutions.’ 

E&S Risk for Lending Instiutions 

Copyright 2015 
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Failure to meet market requirements 
Lawsuits 
Closure (formal or informal) 
Boycotts, protests 

Site contamination/alteration 
Technology that does not meet 
current demand. 
Costs of asset removal 
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Competitive Logic- Banks 

(2015) 



E&S Risks Mechanisms 

•   Regulatory issues (“real” or not) 
•   Community objections/conflict 
•   Market concerns/rejection 
•   Worker risk concerns 
•   Accidents/errors/omissions 
•   Corruption 
•   Tricks 
•   Errors 

(2016) 



Areas where things frequently go wrong 

(reflected in “Exclusion Lists” of nearly all DFIs) 

•  Child labor 
•  Damage to conservation areas 
•  Indigenous rights (resources, people, traditions) 
•  Large hydro and other major infrastructure 

(2016) 



Fuente: Christopher Wells –UNEP FI 

Ubatuba, Brasil 
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Analytical Process 
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Risk Summary (for Credit Committee) 

Type of Risk Concern Comments 

Risk to Cash Flow Low 

Risk to Collateral Low 

Risk to Reputation Moderate Neighborhood objections, 
Media involved 

Client: 223465 
File: P-0015 
Transaction: Loan to developer (3 year +2 option) 
E&S Classification: B (moderado) 



Tools 


